For the last 50 years the Department of Semitic Studies in Heidelberg has been one of the most important research centres for Semitic dialectology in Europe. Its consistent focus on dialectology of Arabic and Aramaic attracts scholars and students alike to develop their dialectological research methodology under the consultation of experts.

In the last few years this persistent and focused dialectological teamwork bore its fruits in form of extensive research projects and on this occasion we take pleasure in inviting you for a conference entitled **Semitic Dialectology: Community, Continuum and Change**.

Place:
Internationales Wissenschaftsforum Heidelberg  
Hauptstrasse 242  
69117 Heidelberg  
[http://iwh.uni-hd.de](http://iwh.uni-hd.de)

Organising and scientific committee:
Werner Arnold, Maciej Klimiuk, Maria Lipnicka

If you have any further questions, please contact us under:  
Maria Lipnicka – [maria.lipnicka@stud.uni-heidelberg.de](mailto:maria.lipnicka@stud.uni-heidelberg.de)  
Maciej Klimiuk – [maciej.klimiuk@uni-heidelberg.de](mailto:maciej.klimiuk@uni-heidelberg.de)  
[http://semitistik.uni-hd.de](http://semitistik.uni-hd.de)

Heidelberg GUIDE ([https://www.heidelberg-marketing.de/en/service/brochures.html](https://www.heidelberg-marketing.de/en/service/brochures.html))

Conference organised with the support of the Federal Ministry of Education and Research (Germany) under the programme **Kleine Fächer – Große Potenziale**.
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